WORLD CLASS PROTECTION FOR FIREFIGHTERS - WORLDWIDE
Eagle Technical Products are one of the world's leading manufacturers of best-in-class fire suits, hoods, headwear, gloves and other FR garments. Our specialists are experienced in technical garment manufacture to the highest standards.
WORLDWIDE FIREFIGHTER PROTECTION

Complete firefighter solutions around the globe.

For over 20 years Eagle Technical Products have successfully delivered major contracts to clients all over the world, including Asia, Europe and South America.

Protecting your people is what we do.

We won’t compromise their safety, so we don’t compromise on the quality of our products.

We work with you to establish precisely what your requirements are and then create a solution that delivers.

As part of our tailored solutions, we work with world leaders in fabric development and innovation, including Carbon X, DuPont, Kermel, Lenzing FR, Nomex and PBI Performance Products.
HIGHEST STANDARDS OF FIREFIGHTER SAFETY

Your firefighter solution starts with a conversation. We combine our unique industry expertise with your individual requirements to build a complete picture, then work with you to provide the most appropriate solution.

Our range of fire suits, headwear, gloves and clothing is designed for a wide variety of demanding working environments. However, if we don’t stock exactly what you need in our extensive range, we can offer a bespoke design and manufacture service - delivering the highest quality to meet your needs through our expertise and control of the entire process.

Layered Approach
We can work with you to achieve a rating up to 40 Cal/m².

Please contact us to discuss your requirements.

WE ADVISE
As an industry leading, global provider of protective clothing and equipment, we advise you on the best solution to suit your needs.

WE DESIGN
If our range doesn’t include the right product for a particular task, our specialist designers will create it bespoke. We can also brand any product according to your requirement.

WE MANUFACTURE
We have the experience and the expertise to manufacture bespoke products ourselves, giving us total control over the whole process.

Eagle are ISO 9001 certified for Design and Manufacture of Flame Retardant PPE
ETF2038P
Eagle PBI® Matrix Fire Suit with FC finish

Constructed with a PBI® Matrix outer shell, PTFE membrane and an innovative IsoAir thermal liner - a lightweight barrier giving optimal thermal performance and enhanced breathability. The outer shell gives excellent tear and tensile strength and no break open, while the FC finish on the PBI® Matrix offers exceptional protection against a multitude of petro-chemical based products.

Additional features include: Elasticated back panel with adjustable side tabs; bellowed pocket with Velcro fastening flaps; and easy opening Velcro storm guard with two napoleon pockets and whistle loop.

Sizes:  S - 3 XL
Eagle Nomex® Tough Diamond Fire Suit

ETF2036

Eagle Nomex® Tough Diamond Fire Suit with FC finish

Constructed with a Nomex® Tough Diamond outer shell, PTFe membrane and a quilted Arafelt thermal liner. Nomex® Tough Diamond offers excellent tear and tensile strength and strong abrasion resistance within its unique weave, as well as Nomex®'s natural dimensional stability and colour fastness. The FC finish repels oil and water and the Arafelt liner provides ultimate thermal performance.

Additional features include: Fully adjustable and detachable braces; adjustable ration pocket with Velcro fastening flap; and full bellowed pocket with lower drainage holes and Velcro fastening flap.

Sizes: S - 3 XL
Eagle Kermel® DRD Fire Suit

ETF2030BKP
ETF2031BKP

Eagle Kermel® DRD Fire Suit with FC finish

A highly advanced durable, lightweight system featuring Kevlar DRD. Ergonomically designed to enhance user comfort and movement, even in the toughest conditions. The Eagle design is tailored to reduce bulk and features double stitched seams for strength. High quality European made product.

Additional features include: Fully adjustable comfort shoulder braces; integrated DRD system; and ergonomic notched knee with reinforced and padded front knee.

Sizes: S - 3 XL
The combination of Carbon X® and STX Nano-tek & Repel™ in the outer shell minimises the risk of penetration and reduces moisture absorption, preventing weight increase, and heat stress.

Additional features include: Velcro fastening storm guard with clasp; carabineer to front of jacket panel; and extended thumb loops to ribbed cuffs.

**ETF2030CX**

Eagle Carbon X® Fire Suit with STX Nano-tek & Repel™ finish

**ETF2031CX**

Sizes: S - 3 XL
Designed for maximum year round comfort, high levels of protection and minimal bulk when tackling wildland fires, this coverall is manufactured from Nomex Comfort fabric.

ETF2019SR
Wildland Rescue Coverall

Designed to accommodate the needs of the Fire and Rescue Services attending Road Traffic Collision (RTC's) and other non-structural firefighting incidents - lightweight, waterproof and functional alternative to the traditional structural tunic. Highly durable, flame retardant and hi viz outer shell. Carbon coated Kevlar reinforced lower arms.

ETF5013
Rescue Jacket

Manufactured from Nomex Comfort fabric, this Wildland Fire Jacket keeps the wearer comfortable all year round, providing excellent protection and minimal bulk.

ETF1386FRRDV2
Wildland Fire Jacket

Sizes:
ETF2019SR: S - 3 XL
ETF1386FRRDV2: S - 3 XL
ETF5013: S - 2 XL
Sizes: S - 3 XL

ETF5010/ETF5011
Urban Search & Rescue Suit

Specifically designed for confined spaces or roadside assistance situations, this suit can be manufactured in Nomex or Kermal fabric.

ETF1254/ETF1154
Wildland Fire Suit

This Wildland Fire Suit has been designed with the firefighter in mind, for the purpose of wildland fires. The fabric has been specifically chosen to keep the wearer comfortable all year round, and to provide exceptional comfort and minimal bulk.

ETF1256
Fire Utility Vest

This utility vest, designed for the fire service, allows a hands free first response. The flexible material, comfortable design and numerous pockets are designed to work with the wearer.
Manufactured from Kermel viscose fabric, this flash hood boasts a laminated membrane to provide particulate protection to the head and neck. The design provides an excellent fit and proper protection to the head and around the shoulders.

**ETF20TKV**
Flash Hood

Manufactured from Kermel viscose fabric, this flash hood provides an excellent fit and proper protection to the head and around the shoulders.

**ETF20TKV-2**
Flash Hood

Manufactured from Kermel viscose fabric, this flash hood boasts a laminated membrane to provide particulate protection to the head and neck. The design provides an excellent fit and proper protection to the head and around the shoulders.

**ETF20CX**
Flash Hood

Designed to minimise the risk of heat exhaustion in the wear via the half shoulder design, this flash hood is manufactured from Carbon X fabric and is available in various sizes.
Manufactured from PBI fabric, this flash hood provides an excellent fit and proper protection to the head and around the shoulders.

ETF20PBI
Flash Hood

Designed with a full shoulder for an excellent fit and extra shoulder protection, this flash hood is manufactured using Nomex and Kevlar.

ETF6HVNM
Flash Hood

FireCat offers extreme protection against burns to the face and neck for wildland firefighters. All components are manufactured from flame retardant materials and we use Carbon X or Nomex to maximise thermal protection.

ETFWFFMASK/ETFWNFFMASK
Wildland Fire Mask

Copyright © 2017 DuPont. All rights reserved. The DuPont Oval Logo, DuPont™, NEVER QUIT™ and Nomex® are trademarks or registered trademarks of E.I. du Pont de Nemours and Company or its affiliates.
ETF309
Fire Pro Firefighting Glove

Manufactured using semi-aniline cow-hide grain leather which is dye fast, water and chemical resistant. Warp knitted inner lining. Palm, fingertips and knuckle benefit from Kevlar® for additional protection. We have added a small percentage of elastane for additional grip to the wrist and shape durability. The thread use is 100% Kevlar®.

Sizes: 7 - 12

ETF309V2
Firefighting Glove

Manufactured using semi-aniline cow-hide grain leather which is dye fast, water and chemical resistant. Warp knitted inner lining. Kevlar® on the fingertips for additional protection. We have added a small percentage of elastane for additional grip to the wrist and shape durability. The thread use is 100% Kevlar®.

Sizes: 7 - 12

ETF309V4-G
Fire Pro Superior Firefighting Glove

Firefighter gauntlets with the same benefits of the ETF309 but with a PU waterproof inner Porelle® dry membrane.

Sizes: 7 - 12
A high quality, strong and durable goat leather rescue glove with reinforced Kevlar® palm for protection, Nylon Spandex back for ease of movement and reinforced fingers and knuckles for extra protection.

ETF312A
Defender Rescue Glove
Sizes: 7 - 13

ETF309V4
Firefighting Glove
Manufactured with Semi-Aniline Cow-Hide grain leather, this glove is dye fast, water & chemical resistant. Warp knitted lining, 100% Dupont Kevlar, with PU waterproof inner membrane. Fingers, palm and knuckles are reinforced with leather for extra durability.
Sizes: 7 - 12

ETF46-551
ActivArmr® Rescue Extrication Glove
A glove with seamless Kevlar® & Ansell Intercept™ Technology liner protecting the whole hand. Debris-excluding gaiter cuff can be rolled back and worn as a gauntlet. Lab-certified bumpers help reduce injuries in the most vulnerable areas of the hand without hindering movement.
Sizes: 7 - 11
Eagle Technical Products was formed in 2002 to meet the needs of a wide cross section of emergency service workers who require the highest level of service and protection available from their protective clothing. The Directors of Eagle have been involved in the PPE sector for over 20 years, giving our customers confidence in our ability and experience within this sector.
Eagle Technical Products are a world leader in firefighter clothing. We provide bespoke solutions that are used by firefighters all around the world, to offer them the maximum protection against heat and flame.

Eagle Technical Products are a valued supplier of FR undergarments to many police forces around the United Kingdom. We design and manufacture these garments in-house.

Our highly qualified design team work hand in hand with our customers to create garments that are comfortable, stylish and most importantly safe. These unique designs can be tailor-made to specific workforces.